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Abstract  
The R.M.S. was in charge of this year’s “ball of the season”, on Valentine’s Day, in the Assembly 
Rooms. As usual it was a best seller with most of the 770 people buying their tickets in the first week of sales. 
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REPORT

The Medical Faculty Ball
The R.M.S. was in charge of this 
year’s “ball of the season”, on 
Valentine’s Day, in the Assembly 
Room’s. As usual it was a best seller 
with most of the 770 people buying 
their tickets in the first week of sales.
The organisation of this monumen

tal task was taken on by the ebul
lient, but lovable, Edi Albert; ably 
assisted by a team of intrepid help
ers.

Professor Carter for accepting the 
challenge of speaking to such a 
rowdy bunch - he felt a bit like an old 
lamb on the way to the slaughter 
when he heard the reception that Edi 
got. Still he rose to the occasion and 
provided a very amusing and well 
received address (for those that lis
tened!!)
Following the dinner the entertain
ment for the evening started, a wide

One of the changes made this year range of music was enjoyed includ- 
was to introduce a couple of ing a ceildh (with the dance floor 
speeches. We are very grateful to packed out); Sophie Bancroft sang
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with a jazz band, while “Zoot &  the David Newton, Alison Lewis, 

Roots” provided a funky alternative. Robert Lim, and someone called 

A new attraction this year was a ca- “Watson”.

sino, the proceeds from this will go 

to charity.

Several of the prizes have not yet 

been collected from the R.M.S. of

fice. Those people are: Tam Evans,

Finally many thanks to everyone 

who helped with the organisation, 

and to those who came along. Hope 

you enjoyed it!
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